Background: Alcohol dependence (AD) is often comorbid with other disinhibitory disorders that are characterized by poor decision making and evidenced by disadvantageous strategies on laboratory tasks such as the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT). In this study, a variant of the IGT is used to examine specific mechanisms that may account for poor decision making on the task in AD both with and without comorbid psychopathology.
A LCOHOL DEPENDENCE (AD) is a heterogeneous disorder that is frequently comorbid with other types of disinhibitory psychopathology including childhood conduct disorder, adult antisocial personality, marijuana, and other drug abuse ⁄ dependence (Finn et al., 1997; Hesselbrock et al., 1986; Krueger et al., 2002; Zucker et al., 1996) . These disinhibitory disorders seem to share a disadvantageous approach to decision making that favors larger immediate rewards even when there are long-term negative consequences (Bechara et al., 1994 (Bechara et al., , 2001 Grant et al., 2000; Mazas et al., 2000) . Although insensitivity to future negative consequences is characteristic of individuals with antisocial problems Lykken, 1957; Newman, 1987; Schmauk, 1970) and alcohol abuse (Finn et al., 1994 , the association between decision-making mechanisms and the broader spectrum of disinhibitory disorders is not well understood.
Various laboratory tasks have been developed and used to investigate the mechanisms underlying this kind of decision making. For example, disadvantageous decision making on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT; Bechara et al., 1994 Bechara et al., , 1997 Bechara et al., , 2001 ) is thought to reflect a general predisposition to disinhibitory psychopathology (Bechara et al., 1994) . Using the IGT, disadvantageous decision making has been observed in individuals with AD (Dom et al., 2006; Fein et al., 2004; Mazas et al., 2000) , high levels of binge drinking (Goudriaan et al., 2007) , other substance abuse (Bechara and Damasio, 2002; Bechara and Martin, 2004; Bechara et al., 2001; Grant et al., 2000; Petry et al., 1998; Rotheram-Fuller et al., 2004; Stout et al., 2005) , psychopathy or antisocial personality (Mazas et al., 2000; Mitchell et al., 2002; Van Honk et al., 2002) , borderline personality (Dom et al., 2006) , a history of childhood conduct disorder (Kim et al., 2006) , and attention deficit ⁄ hyperactivity disorder (Ernst et al., 2003) . A limitation of many of these findings is that the effects of comorbidity among AD and other disinhibitory disorders (Krueger et al., 2002; Zucker et al., 1996) on decision making cannot be evaluated directly. By contrast, in those studies where it has been considered, AD comorbid with antisocial or borderline personality is associated with a greater disadvantageous decision bias than AD alone (Dom et al., 2006; Mazas et al., 2000) .
There is increasing evidence that the significant covariation of AD and other disinhibitory disorders reflects a single dimension of externalizing psychopathology (Krueger and Markon, 2006; Krueger et al., 2002 Krueger et al., , 2005 that is highly heritable and genetically distinct from internalizing disorders, such as major depression (Kendler et al., 2003; Krueger et al., 2002) . Thus, the initial aim of this study was to assess the influence of degree of severity of co-occurring symptoms of AD, childhood conduct disorder (CCD), adult antisocial behavior, marijuana dependence, and other drug dependence on decision making. Two theoretically distinct measures of decision-making performance on the IGT were evaluated: (i) insensitivity to future consequences (IFC), and (ii) preference for larger versus smaller rewards (PLvS). Although previous research suggests that disadvantageous decision biases observed on the IGT reflect a general IFC (e.g., Bechara and Damasio, 2002; Bechara et al., 2001; Grant et al., 2000) , the original task confounds immediate reward magnitude and long-term net gain ⁄ loss. That is, decks with larger immediate rewards, in previous studies, have carried less frequent but larger magnitude losses. In this study, the decks were modified so that reward magnitude and net gain were counterbalanced and the probability of a loss was the same across all decks. This study also included a between-groups manipulation of reward ''salience'' that was related to a larger investigation designed to test the hypothesis that a vulnerability to substance abuse is associated with increased approach motivation manifested as an increased sensitivity to rewards (see Colder and O'Connor, 2002; Finn, 2002; Fowles, 1983) .
The basic study design was a 2 · 2 [AD:CCD] independent-groups model which allows for an estimate of the relative influences of both AD and CCD on decision making. We chose to include CCD as a factor because our sample is younger (ages 18 to 30) and, while a history of CCD is a prerequisite for adult antisocial personality, it is often not assessed in studies of early-onset AD. Our primary hypothesis was that the combination of AD and a history of CCD would be associated with more disadvantageous decision making than AD without CCD, because the combination of AD and CCD represents a more severe form of externalizing psychopathology . Additionally, structural equation modeling was used to examine the association between a dimensional model with a single latent disinhibitory disorders factor and decision making on the task. Our recruitment strategy was designed to ensure sufficient variation and range in severity of lifetime problems with alcohol, marijuana, other drugs, CCD, and adult antisocial behavior. Because they are thought to reflect a general disinhibitory vulnerability, our hypothesis was that IFC and PLvS would be associated with the covariance among these disorders, rather than being specific to any one disinhibitory disorder.
METHOD

Participants
Recruitment. Participants were recruited from the community using advertisements in local and student newspapers and with flyers posted at various locations in the community including the university campus. These advertisements were designed using Widom's (1977) approach to elicit responses from individuals varying in terms of the level of impulsive, disinhibited traits and levels of alcohol use. The range of advertisements ⁄ flyers included those asking for ''daring, rebellious, defiant individuals,'' ''carefree, adventurous individuals who have led exciting and impulsive lives,'' ''impulsive individuals,'' ''quiet, reflective and introspective persons,'' ''persons interested in psychological research,'' ''heavy drinkers wanted for psychological research,'' and ''social drinkers wanted for psychological research.''
Respondents were screened by telephone interview to determine if they met study inclusion criteria and were likely to meet the group inclusion criteria, assessed with a diagnostic interview (see Diagnostic ascertainment below) in their initial testing session. Those meeting study inclusion criteria were between ages 18 and 30 1 , read and spoke English, had at least a grade 6 education level, did not report any severe head injuries, had no history of psychosis, and had consumed alcohol on at least one occasion in their life. Participants were given a group assignment after completing the semi-structured interview. Control group participants had no history of AD, CCD, antisocial personality (ASP), alcohol abuse or any other substance abuse or dependence. In addition, they reported (i) consuming more than 4 standard drinks on no more than one occasion in a typical month and no more than 6 drinks on any occasion in their life, (ii) using marijuana no more than twice a week and less than 25 times in their life, and (iii) not using any other mood altering drug in the last 6 months or recreationally more than 4 times in their life. The AD-alone group participants met DSM-IV criteria for a history of AD but neither CCD nor ASP. The CCD-alone group participants met DSM-IV criteria for a history of CCD but not AD. The AD-CCD group participants met DSM-IV criteria for both a history of AD and CCD. To increase heterogeneity in our sample, participants in the AD-alone, CCD-alone, and ADCCD groups were allowed to have a history of alcohol abuse or other substance abuse ⁄ dependence.
Sample Characteristics. The sample consisted of 428 young adults: 105 (52 males, 53 females) control, 129 (69 males, 60 females) AD-alone, 60 (33 males, 27 females) CCD-alone, and 134 (77 males, 57 females) ADCCD. Note that the smaller sample size of the CCDalone group is representative of a lower population base rate for CCD with no AD which makes it more difficult to recruit individuals for this group. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 30 years (M = 21.91; SD = 2.85) and in education from 6 to 22 years (M = 13.73; SD = 2.06). Approximately 77% (n = 328) were Caucasian, 13% (n = 56) were African-American, 7% (n = 31) Asian, and 3% (n = 13) were Hispanic.
Assessment
Diagnostic Ascertainment. Diagnoses of alcohol and other drug abuse ⁄ dependence, childhood conduct disorder, antisocial personality, and major depression were ascertained using the Semi-Structured Assessment for the Genetics of Alcoholism (SSAGA; Bucholz et al., 1994) applying criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994) . Total lifetime problems in each area were determined by counting the number of positive responses to specific 1 The larger, IRB-approved study focused on early-onset alcohol dependence, which limited the age of participants. subsets of SSAGA questions. Table 1 displays group means and standard deviations for lifetime problems.
Alcohol and Other Drug Use. Alcohol use during the 6 months before participation in the study was quantified in 3 ways: average frequency (number of drinking occasions per week), average quantity (number of standard drinks per occasion), and density (maximum number of standard drinks on any occasion). Other drug use was quantified as the average frequency (days per week) of marijuana, stimulant, opiate, and sedative use during the 3 months before participation in the study. Table 2 provides the group means and standard deviations on alcohol ⁄ drug use and demographic data.
General Intelligence. The Shipley Institute of Living Scale (Zachary, 1986) estimate of IQ was used to assess general intelligence. This is a convenient self-administered measure of intelligence that correlates strongly (median correlation = 0.79) with the WAIS Full Scale IQ (Zachary, 1986) . Lower Shipley IQ estimates have been associated with disadvantageous decision making on the IGT (Mazas et al., 2000) and externalizing problems .
Gambling Task. Our modified version of the original IGT (Bechara et al., 1994) was played under 2 payment conditions intended to model different levels of reward salience. In one condition, the participant played with real U.S. currency and received the amount won on the task that day. In the other condition, the participant played with fake currency and received payment after a 3-week delay. The same card decks were used in each payment condition. Immediate reward was varied by having the amount won on each card equal $1.00 for 2 decks and $0.50 for 2 decks. Net gain was varied by having 3 cards within each 10 card block carry losing amounts ranging from $0.75 to $5.00. Unlike previous versions of the IGT, one of the larger and one of the smaller reward decks (A and C) yielded a net gain of $2.50 over every 10 draws. The other 2 decks, one of the larger and smaller (B and D), yielded a net loss of $2.50 over every 10 draws (Table 3 ). Although this modified task eliminates the confound between magnitude of immediate win and long-term loss, average losses on decks A and B remain larger than those on decks C and D (Table 4) . Each deck consisted of 60 cards with a loss probability of 0.33 for each deck.
Each participant started the task with $10.00 either in real US currency (immediate payment condition) or in fake currency (delayed payment condition) and was told that he ⁄ she would receive the winnings either at the end of the task (immediate) or 3 weeks later (delayed). Unlike many previous studies with the IGT, choices made in this study resulted in real rather than hypothetical monetary gains or losses. Each participant was instructed (i) to choose 1 card at a time from 1 of the 4 decks, (ii) that some cards win money and others have both a win and a loss (e.g., Win $1.00 AND Lose $1.50 resulting in a net loss of $0.50), and (iii) that the objective of the task was to ''win as much money (real or fake) as possible.'' After each choice, Values are given as mean (standard deviation). Lifetime problems with alcohol, marijuana, drugs other than marijuana, conduct, adult antisocial, and depression are derived as a total count of positive responses to questions on the respective sections of the Semi-Structured Assessment for the Genetics of Alcoholism (SSAGA). Values are given as mean (standard deviation). General intelligence was measured using the Shipley Institute of Living Scale estimate of IQ. Alcohol frequency = number of drinking occasions in an average week during the 6 months prior to testing. Alcohol quantity = average number of drinks consumed per occasion during the 6 months prior to testing. Alcohol density = maximum number of drinks consumed on any one occasion during the 6 months prior to testing. Drug frequencies = number of occasions of use in an average week during the 3 months prior to testing.
the amount indicated on the card was either added to or subtracted from the participant's net balance. Participants never lost any of their own money.
Procedure
Informed written consent was obtained from each participant before testing began. Participants were given a breath alcohol test using an AlcoSensor IV (Intoximeters Inc., St. Louis, MO) and asked about their alcohol and drug use over the past 24 hours. Participants were rescheduled if their breath alcohol level was greater than 0.0%, if they reported consuming any drug within the past 12 hours, if they reported feeling hung-over, or if they behaved impaired, high, overly sleepy, or unable to attend to questions. Participants were scheduled for three 2.5-hour testing sessions; these sessions included laboratory protocols that were part of a larger IRB-approved study. Participants were paid $10.00 per hour. The total hourly compensation was paid after the study was completed.
Data Analysis
Dependent Measures. Two measures of decision-making performance were derived for each participant. The first measure represents a preference to choose more cards from large versus small immediate reward decks (PLvS) and is equal to the number of cards selected from the $1.00 decks (A and B) minus the number of cards selected from the $0.50 decks (C and D). The second measure represents an IFC and is equal to the number of cards selected from the $2.50 netloss decks (B and D) minus the number of cards selected from the $2.50 net-gain decks (A and C). Each measure can range between )120 and +120 because there are 60 cards in each deck.
Diagnostic Group-Based Analysis. Each decision-making measure (PLvS and IFC) was analyzed separately with a 2 · 2 · 2 · 2 (AD by CCD by Gender by Payment) univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Multivariate Modeling. Because of their skewed distribution, all measures of lifetime problems were Blom transformed for the structural equation model (SEM) analyses. Blom transformation is considered to be the optimal approach to handling psychiatric symptom counts in multivariate modeling analyses (Krueger et al., 2002; Van den Oord et al., 2000) . The multivariate analyses were conducted in 3 stages. First, a SEM was used to assess the relationship between the 2 exogenous lifetime problem variables (i.e., a latent disinhibitory disorders factor and an observed variable representing lifetime problems with major depression) and the 2 endogenous variables of decision-making (i.e., PLvS and IFC). The disinhibitory disorders (DD) latent factor was measured by 5 Blom-transformed indicators of lifetime problems with alcohol (ALC), marijuana (MAR), other drugs (DRG), childhood conduct disorder (CCD), and adult antisocial behavior (AAB). Modification indices were used to assess if any of the individual indicators of the DD variable were uniquely associated with either PLvS or IFC. The second stage of SEM assessed the influence of general intelligence on IFC and PLvS and whether general intelligence accounted for any significant associations between the exogenous and endogenous variables. The third stage of SEM analyses assessed the direct influence of alcohol and drug use on IFC and PLvS and whether alcohol or drug use accounted for any observed association between the exogenous factors and either IFC or PLvS. All exogenous variables were allowed to freely covary in these models. The Bentler and Bonett (1980) normed-fit index (NFI) and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA; Browne and Cudek, 1993) were used to assess goodness-of-fit. An acceptable model approximation to the data should yield an NFI >0.94 and an RMSEA £0.05.
RESULTS
Group Characteristics
A 2 · 2 · 2 (AD by CCD by Gender) ANOVA model was used to examine group differences in age, education, IQ, alcohol and drug use. None of the interactions on these measures were statistically significant. However, there were significant main effects of both AD and CCD on age, Fs (1,420) = 4.65 and 5.91, ps < 0.05, years of education, Fs (1,420) = 6.07 and 35.81, ps < 0.05 and 0.001, and Shipley IQ scores, Fs (1,420) = 12.00 and 10.10, ps < 0.005, respectively (cf. Table 2 ). AD and CCD were associated with being older, having fewer years of education, and lower Shipley IQ scores 2 .
Alcohol and Substance Use. There were significant main effects of AD on all measures of alcohol use (quantity, frequency, and density), Fs (1,420) = 106.18, 79.99, and 100.71, respectively, ps < 0.001. AD participants also used all other drugs more frequently than non-AD participants, Fs (1,420) = 50.27, 15.27, 8.48, and 5.80, ps < 0.05, for marijuana, sedatives, opiates, and stimulants, respectively. There were significant main effects of CCD on all measures of alcohol use, Fs (1,420) = 5.19, 4.74, and 4.04, ps < 0.05, and on frequency of marijuana, opiate, and stimulant use, F (1,420) = 29.05, 3.85, 5.25, ps < 0.05. Approximately half of the participants (n = 216) were tested in the delayed payment condition and half (n = 212) were tested in the immediate payment condition. There were no differences between the payment conditions either in symptoms of AD, The 3 loss values were randomly interspersed through every block of 10 cards.
2
These ANOVA results should be interpreted with caution because the variance within groups differed significantly (based on Levene's test for equality of variance) on these demographic variables.
numbers of participants with AD, symptoms of CCD, or in number of participants with CCD.
Decision Making: Effects of AD, CCD, Gender, and Payment Condition PLvS. The univariate ANOVA with PLvS as the dependent variable revealed no significant interactions and no significant main effects of AD, CCD, gender, or payment, Fs = 3.32, 2.06, 0.0, 0.16, ns.
IFC. The univariate ANOVA with IFC as the dependent variable showed a significant three-way AD · gender · payment interaction, F (1, 412) = 5.98, p < 0.05, a significant two-way AD · gender interaction, F (1, 412) = 5.28, p < 0.05, and main effects of both AD, F (1, 412) = 7.45, p < 0.01, standardized effect size (Cohen's d) = 0.29, and CCD, F (1, 412) = 10.18, p < 0.005, Cohen's d = 0.28. On average, AD participants had higher IFC scores (M = )14.83, SD = 28.23) than non-AD participants (M = )23.21, SD = 30.01), and CCD participants had higher IFC scores (M = )13.34, SD = 29.99) than non-CCD participants (M = )21.97, SD = 27.96). Figure 1 shows the overall AD and CCD main effects of individual group means for IFC collapsed across gender and payment for each group.
To clarify the nature of the AD · gender · payment interaction, separate significance tests of the two-way AD · gender interaction within both levels of payment were performed. These tests revealed a significant AD · gender interaction within the immediate payment condition, F (1, 412) = 8.56, p < 0.01, but not within the delayed payment condition, F (1, 412) = 0.00, ns. Simple main effects analyses revealed a significant main effect of payment for non-AD women, F (1,412) = 6.52, p < 0.001, Cohen's d = 0.65. There were no significant main effects of payment for AD women, AD men, or non-AD men, Fs (1,412) = 0.81, 0.59, 0.03, ns. AD women had higher IFC scores than non-AD women in the immediate payment condition, F (1,412) = 35.62, p < 0.0001, Cohen's d = 0.97. AD women did not differ from non-AD women in the delayed payment condition, F (1,412) = 0.83, ns. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Multivariate Analyses
Sample correlation coefficients (Pearson product-moment) among all variables included in the SEM are shown in Table 5 .
The first SEM fit the data well, v 2 (13, n = 428) = 13.51, p = 0.41, NFI = 0.991, RMSEA = 0.01. The path from the DD factor and IFC was significant, b = 0.22, p < 0.001. Although this model fit the data very well, inspection of the modification indices suggested that adding a direct path from adult antisocial behavior (AAB) to PLvS would significantly improve the model fit (modification index = 7.1). Re-specifying the model to include a path from AAB to PLvS improved the overall fit, v 2 (12, n = 428) = 9.12, p = 0.69, NFI = 0.994, RMSEA = 0.001. Figure 3 displays this SEM and includes only the significant regression paths. In this model, the standardized regression coefficient from AAB to PLvS was significant, b = 0.24, p < 0.05, as was the coefficient from the DD factor to IFC, b = 0.22, p < 0.001. Despite the fit of this model to the data, it explained only 6% of the total variance in IFC scores and 2% of the variance in PLvS.
Because there was no evidence for a main effect of gender or payment condition on decision-making performance, neither was included as a grouping factor in the initial structural model. However, because of the presence of significant threeand two-way interactions involving gender and payment on IFC, multiple-group analyses were used to specifically evaluate the effects of gender and payment condition on the associations between the DD factor and IFC and AAB and PLvS. These multiple-group analyses revealed no significant differences between genders or payment conditions.
In the next stage of SEM, the Shipley IQ estimate was added to the model as an exogenous variable to assess the association between IQ and IFC and PLvS and to assess whether intelligence accounted for either the association between DD and IFC or AAB and PLvS. This model, shown in Fig. 4 , fit the data well, v 2 (18, n = 428) = 25.17, p = 0.12, NFI = 0.985, RMSEA = 0.031. The standardized regression coefficient for the path from the DD factor to IFC was significant, b = 0.19, p < 0.001, as was the path from AAB to PLvS, b = 0.27, p < 0.05. The additional path from IQ to IFC was significant, b = )0.17, p < 0.001 and the total variance explained in IFC increased from 6 to 9%.
The final stage of SEM involved adding the substance use latent factors to the model outlined in the second stage to assess the association between substance use and the decisionmaking measures and the extent to which substance use accounted for either the association between DD and IFC or AAB and PLvS. Figure 5A illustrates the model that included the alcohol use latent factor. This model fit the data poorly, v 2 (44, n = 428) = 142.99, p < 0.001, NFI = 0.954, RMSEA = 0.073. Figure 5B illustrates the model that included the drug use latent factor. This model also fit the data poorly, v 2 (55, n = 428) = 186.00, p < 0.001, NFI = 0.913, RMSEA = 0.075.
DISCUSSION
There were 2 main goals of this study: (i) to assess the influence of co-occurring symptoms of AD, CCD, adult antisocial behavior, marijuana and other drug dependence on measures of decision making by using a dimensional model of AD and these related disorders, and (ii) to test the hypothesis that decision-making biases in those with AD with a history of CCD are associated with a greater IFC, rather than a All measures of lifetime problems are Blom-transformed. ALC, alcohol lifetime problems; MAR, marijuana lifetime problems; DRG, other drug lifetime problems; CCD, childhood conduct disorder lifetime problems; AAB, adult antisocial behavior lifetime problems; MD, major depression lifetime problems; IQ, Shipley IQ score; PLvS, preference for large versus small decks; IFC, insensitivity to future consequences. p < 0.01 denoted by **; p < 0.05 denoted by *. Fig. 3 . First stage Structural Equation Model (SEM) including the latent disinhibitory disorders factor and lifetime major depression problems as exogenous variables and insensitivity to future consequences (IFC) and preference for larger versus small immediate reward (PLvS) decision-making dependent variables. Indicators for the disinhibitory disorders factor are Blom transformed lifetime problems with alcohol (ALC), marijuana (MAR), other drugs (DRG), childhood conduct disorder (CCD), and adult antisocial behavior (AAB). Coefficients are displayed only for those paths that are statistically significant. preference to choose cards from large versus small immediate reward decks (PLvS). Diagnostic, univariate analyses showed that both AD and CCD were significantly associated with greater IFC, but the ADCCD group did not differ from the AD-alone or the CCD-alone groups in IFC bias as hypothesized. These analyses also suggested that the immediate payment condition significantly improved the decision making of the non-AD women compared to AD women, but had no effect on non-AD or AD men. The dimensional models indicated that the covariance among problems with alcohol, marijuana, other drugs, childhood conduct and adult antisocial behavior was associated with a greater IFC, but none was associated with IFC beyond their shared covariance.
However, the SEMs suggested that adult antisocial behavior was uniquely associated with an increased PLvS and this association was not shared with the other disinhibitory disorders. General intelligence was associated with the disinhibitory disorders factor and greater IFC, but not with PLvS. The SEMs also suggested that general intelligence did not account for the association between the disinhibitory disorders factor and IFC. Finally, the SEMs suggested that recent alcohol and other drug use was not associated with either IFC or PLvS and did not account for the associations between the disinhibitory disorders factor and greater IFC or adult antisocial behavior and increased PLvS.
The SEM results showed that this dimensional model of disinhibitory disorders fit the data well. The measurement model of the disinhibitory disorders is identical to the externalizing dimension studied by Krueger and colleagues (Krueger and Markon, 2006; Krueger et al., 2002) . This disinhibitory disorders factor reflects Gorenstein and Newman's (1980) construct of disinhibitory psychopathology, which is hypothesized to indicate a general lack of behavioral inhibition, especially in order to avoid negative consequences. Our results are consistent with the general interpretation that disadvantageous decision making on laboratory tasks like the IGT in disinhibited samples reflects a general neglect of future consequences Bechara et al., 2001; Grant et al., 2000) , rather than a specific sensitivity to larger immediate rewards or lower general intelligence. The results also are consistent with Gorenstein and Newman's (1980) theory about the critical processes that contribute to disinhibitory disorders. However, the SEMs showed that adult antisocial behavior was uniquely associated with a tendency to choose more cards from the larger versus smaller immediate reward decks. This suggests that a unique aspect of adulthood antisociality, unrelated to CCD, substance use problems, and general intelligence, is modestly associated with a greater preference for larger versus smaller immediate rewards.
In the original version of the IGT, it is difficult to determine exactly what processes underlie the decision-making problems characteristic of substance abusers and antisocial individuals because of the confound between the magnitude of immediate reward and long-term negative consequences. By counterbalancing net gain within large and small reward decks, we observed that both AD and a history of CCD were significantly associated with greater IFC, but not with PLvS. Our results indicated that all 3 clinical groups had similar IFC scores and are not consistent with our hypothesis that the combination of AD and CCD would be associated with greater disadvantageous decision making compared with ADalone subjects. These results, like the results of the structural models, suggest that the decision-making biases in disinhibited populations on IGT-like measures reflect a relative insensitivity to future negative consequences.
It is possible that disadvantageous decision making on the IGT reflects an underlying vulnerability toward impaired global decision making that is present only in a subset of those with disinhibitory psychopathology. Some research suggests that antisocial psychopathology or disinhibited personality predicts more disadvantageous decision making on the IGT in substance abusers (Mazas et al., 2000; Stout et al., 2005) , however not all studies observe these associations (Fein et al., 2004) . Research also suggests that neuropsychological tests of cognitive function do not predict more disadvantageous decision making on the IGT in those with disinhibitory disorders (Bazanis et al., 2002; Bechara et al., 2001) . Fein et al. (2006a) observed disadvantageous decision making on the IGT in long-term abstinent alcoholics but not in younger, treatment naı¨ve alcoholics (Fein et al., 2006a) , prompting them to suggest that AD associated with disadvantageous decision making on the IGT may represent a more virulent form of alcoholism (Fein et al., 2006b ). Studies have not yet identified any phenotypes (neuropsychological, behavioral, or personality) that reliably distinguish subpopulations with disinhibitory disorders who show poorer performance on the IGT from those who do not (Bazanis et al., 2002; Bechara et al., 2001; Fein et al., 2004) .
The results of studies using the IGT and other studies of decision making in substance abusers and antisocial individuals highlight the complex nature of the processes that contribute to self-regulation and decision making in these populations. A problem with relying solely on laboratory tasks of decision making to understand the processes that affect decisions about substance use is that these tasks do not reflect typical decision-making contexts and thus, may not adequately capture the contextual, emotional, or motivational factors that affect decision making in those with AD or other disinhibitory disorders. In those with substance use disorders, decisions to use alcohol ⁄ drugs are directly tied to physical drug cues, internal motivational states, such as craving, current blood alcohol ⁄ drug levels, past experience with the substance, and current environmental contexts for alcohol or drug consumption (Finn, 2002; Tiffany and Conklin, 2000) . Future studies should attempt to examine the influence of different environmental cues, internal motivational states, and relevant environmental contexts on decisions to drink or use drugs by using either new tasks or creative adaptations of the IGT, such as scenario-based decision tasks using specific motivational ⁄ emotional priming (e.g., Conklin and Tiffany, 2001) , decision tasks conducted in virtual reality environments or laboratory environments that simulate relevant contexts, such as bars, or social gatherings.
Our results indicated that the immediate payment condition significantly improved the decision making of the non-AD women compared to AD women. This specific effect is difficult to interpret. Although not specifically associated with AD or CCD, this effect is fairly strong and worth further investigation. Additionally, research targeting the possibility that disadvantageous decision making on the IGT marks a subpopulation of disinhibited populations is necessary. Our results also suggested that adult antisociality is uniquely associated with a greater preference for larger versus smaller immediate rewards. Future research needs to replicate this finding before a strong conclusion can be made.
Although the association between the disinhibitory disorders factor and IFC was statistically significant, the latent disinhibitory disorders factor accounts for only 6% of the variance in IFC. Similarly, adult antisocial behavior accounts for only 2% of the variance in PLvS. These results are consistent with previous studies in which substance use and antisocial disorders accounted for only a small proportion of the variance in decision-making performance (Bechara et al., 2001; Fein et al., 2004; Dom et al., 2006; Grant et al., 2000; Mazas et al., 2000; Petry et al., 1998; Stout et al., 2005; Van Honk et al., 2002) . Therefore, the decision-making processes elicited and modeled by the IGT may not be the same as those underlying substance-use and behavioral problems in more realistic contexts.
It is also important to note that our IGT differed from Bechara et al. (1994) in terms of the relative probability of incurring a net loss across decks. Specifically, in the original IGT, the probability of encountering a net loss varied across decks (0.10 or 0.50). In our version, the loss probability was the same for all decks (0.33). Equating the probability allows us to interpret effects of magnitude of immediate reward and long-term negative consequences directly since across-deck variation in the relative frequency of loss cannot be contributing to performance. Although research using the IGT with disinhibited populations do not report significant effects linked to the probability of loss, the extent to which variation in the relative frequencies of losses contributes to the overall pattern of results cannot be determined. Unfortunately, differences in the deck gain ⁄ losses, probabilities of loss, and payment conditions limit comparison with previous IGT studies. Additionally, our sample was recruited from the community, which means that the results of this study are not directly comparable to those using treatment samples (e.g., Bechara and Damasio, 2002; Grant et al., 2000; Petry et al., 1998) .
In summary, IFC may contribute significantly to poor decision making exhibited by individuals with disinhibitory disorders. More importantly, this insensitivity appears directly associated with shared variability among disorders defining a broader spectrum of externalizing psychopathology. Conversely, choosing large over small immediate rewards regardless of long-term outcome may uniquely reflect specific component disorders of this spectrum, such as adult antisocial behavior. Finally, the disinhibitory factor accounted for less than 10% of the total variance in our decision-making measures, suggesting that the IGT is not the optimal task for investigating the factors that contribute to the poor decision making of these populations. This underscores the need for more ecologically valid studies of decision making.
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